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ABSTRACT

Three methodologies for correcting the radar reflectivity factor (ZH) in the presence of partial beam blockage

are implemented, compared, and evaluated using a polarimetric radar dataset from the North American

Monsoon Experiment (NAME) in northwestern Mexico. One methodology uses simulated interactions be-

tween radar beams and digital terrain maps, while the other two invoke the self-consistency of polarimetric

radar measurands in rainfall, and the relative insensitivity of a specific differential phase to beam blockage.

While the different methodologies often agree to within 1–2 dB, significant disagreements can occur in regions

of sharp azimuthal gradients in beam blockage patterns, and in areas where the terrain-caused radar clutter

map is complex. These disagreements may be mitigated by the use of additional radar data to develop the

polarimetric correction techniques, by a more sophisticated terrain-beam interaction model, or by a higher-

resolution digital terrain map. Intercomparisons between ground radar data and Tropical Rainfall Measuring

Mission satellite overpasses suggest that all of the methodologies can correct mean ZH to within the expected

uncertainty of such intercomparisons (1–1.5 dB). The polarimetric correction methods showed good results

even in severely blocked regions (.10 dB reduction). The results suggest the possibility that all of the tech-

niques may be valid approaches to correcting partial beam blockage, and within that context relative advan-

tages and disadvantages of each technique are discussed. However, none of the techniques can correct radar

data when weak echoes are reduced to noise by strong blocks, thus leading to biases in corrected ZH and rainfall

climatologies.

1. Introduction

a. Background

Partial beam blockage (PBB) can be a major concern

when using radar data, especially when the radar is in

a region of complex terrain. Beyond creating ground

clutter echo, the interception of low-elevation angle ra-

dar beams by the intervening terrain causes a low bias

in radar reflectivity (Z) measurements behind blocking

terrain, and even can lead to the total loss of signal in

extreme cases (e.g., Germann and Joss 2003). Effects on

subsequent rainfall estimation, via reflectivity–rainfall

(Z–R) relationships, can be drastic as even a 3-dB loss in

signal halves the reflectivity estimate (in mm6 m23) used

in any Z–R relationship, thus introducing large negative

biases in the estimated precipitation rate. Given the

desire to produce the best radar quantitative precipita-

tion estimates in complex terrain, beam blockage cor-

rection offers the potential to extend quantitative rainfall

estimates over broader regions in mountainous areas,

which is important in regions prone to flash flooding. In

addition, studies of the spatial distribution and micro-

physical structure of orographic precipitation in complex

terrain would benefit from accurate low-level reflectivity

(and estimated rain rate) distributions.
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Past studies of PBB with conventional single-polari-

zation radars have used digital elevation models (DEMs)

as their cornerstone. The DEMs can be used in different

ways. Many studies use DEMs to identify blocked rays,

and the reflectivity correction is based on the vertical

profile of Z (VPR) using data from higher-elevation

angles (e.g., Andrieu et al. 1997; Creutin et al. 1997;

Dinku et al. 2002; Kucera et al. 2004). Other studies

estimate the percentage of beam blockage using radar

beam geometry calculations and DEMs (e.g., Bech et al.

2003). They may then use long-term rain gauge and VPR

estimates to refine the corrections. Examples of the lat-

ter methodology include operational radar blockage cor-

rection schemes in Switzerland and France (Germann

et al. 2006; Tabary 2007; Tabary et al. 2007).

Recently, methodologies for correcting PBB using

polarimetric radar data have been introduced (Carey

et al. 2000; Cifelli et al. 2002; Giangrande and Ryzhkov

2005). These methods are based on the relative insen-

sitivity of a specific differential phase (KDP) to PBB.

Indeed, the power signal just has to be sufficiently above

noise to use KDP without impact (Ryzhkov and Zrni�c

1996; Zrni�c and Ryzhkov 1996; Vivekanandan et al.

1999; Friedrich et al. 2007).

The Carey et al. (2000) and Cifelli et al. (2002) meth-

odologies depend upon the self-consistency of polari-

metric variables in rainfall (Goddard et al. 1994; Scarchilli

et al. 1996; Ryzhkov et al. 2005). It corrects horizontal

reflectivity (ZH) by utilizing radar data in unblocked

azimuths to generate an empirical self-consistent rela-

tion between ZH and KDP. For a specified range of KDP,

a fixed range of ZH is expected in rain (Balakrishnan

and Zrni�c 1990). The narrower the range of KDP used,

the less drop size distribution (DSD)—and thus ZH—

variability is expected. The azimuthal trend in this ZH

range is investigated, with unblocked azimuths com-

pared against blocked ones. The observed average ZH

difference between a specific blocked azimuth, and a

collection of unblocked azimuths, is used to increase all

observed ZH values at that azimuth. While the metho-

dology has been used to develop realistic corrections to

ZH (Cifelli et al. 2002; Lang et al. 2007), it has under-

gone limited verification or comparison against other

PBB correction methodologies.

The correction methodology of Giangrande and

Ryzhkov (2005) also is based on the self-consistency of

polarimetric measurands in rainfall, but includes dif-

ferential reflectivity (ZDR) in addition to ZH and KDP.

Giangrande and Ryzhkov (2005) first corrected PBB in

ZDR by examining the mean azimuthal variability of

ZDR in light rain or snow. Polarimetrically based hy-

drometeor identification and KDP (if examining light

rain) are used to partition the data in order to ensure the

correct hydrometeor species and precipitation rate.

PBB is identified and quantified by examining the mean

bias in ZDR between a particular blocked azimuth and

unblocked ones, similar to how Carey et al. (2000) and

Cifelli et al. (2002) correct ZH. Then, ZH is corrected

using area–time integrals of polarimetric variables and

self-consistency functions of the form ZH 5 f(ZDR,KDP).

Self-consistency functions are dependent on assumptions

regarding the drop size distribution and the drop shape

versus size relation (Ryzhkov et al. 2005). Giangrande

and Ryzhkov (2005) found that their methodology could

correct ZDR to within 0.2–0.3 dB, while ZH could be

corrected to within 2–3 dB.

b. The problem of limited radar deployments in
poorly understood mountainous regions

During the North American Monsoon Experiment

(NAME; Higgins et al. 2006) field campaign, the Na-

tional Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) S-band

dual-polarization Doppler radar (S-Pol) was stationed

for ;6 weeks along the Gulf of California coast, in full

view of the Sierra Madre Occidental (SMO) to the east.

The dataset was severely affected by PBB (Fig. 1; see

also Lang et al. 2007). Unlike many operational radar net-

works in mountainous regions, such as those in Europe

(e.g., Germann et al. 2006; Tabary 2007), there was lim-

ited rain gauge support for the S-Pol radar. Despite the

extensive NAME Event Rain Gauge Network (Gochis

et al. 2007), the closest gauge to S-Pol was over 40 km

away, in an unblocked sector. The next closest gauge was

;90 km away. Thus, given the short time frame for the

experiment, and the sparse distribution of gauges close to

the radar, there was limited ability to use rain gauge data

to refine or validate any PBB correction scheme applied

to this dataset.

Furthermore, in this region, fundamental scientific

uncertainties exist about variability in the vertical struc-

ture of precipitating systems and in DSDs and drop shape

as functions of terrain (Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al.

2008). Therefore, the application of VPR-based correc-

tions (e.g., Joss and Lee 1995; Pellarin et al. 2002), or

DSD- and drop-shape-dependent corrections using po-

larimetric self-consistency functions, as in Giangrande

and Ryzhkov (2005), may be problematic.

Given these limitations, it is not immediately clear which

PBB-correction methodology would be best for datasets

like NAME and other blockage-affected field projects,

such as the recently completed Terrain-influenced Mon-

soon Rainfall Experiment (TiMREX) in Taiwan. In this

paper, using the NAME radar dataset, two polarimetric

PBB-correction methodologies will be compared against

a simple DEM-based methodology, and both will be

compared against the well-calibrated Tropical Rainfall
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Measuring Mission precipitation radar (TRMM PR;

Simpson et al. 1988; Anagnostou et al. 2001) reflectivity

data. Relative strengths and weaknesses of the method-

ologies will be assessed. Section 2 briefly outlines the

radar data along with the polarimetric and DEM meth-

odologies. Results and conclusions are presented in sec-

tions 3 and 4, respectively

2. Data and methodology

a. S-Pol radar

The NCAR S-Pol radar is an S-band dual-linearly

polarized Doppler radar. During NAME it was de-

ployed from 8 July through 21 August 2004 along the

coast of the Gulf of California (Fig. 1a). S-Pol primarily

scanned multitilt, full 3608 azimuth volumes in plan

position indicator (PPI) format, with an update cycle

of 15 min. The proximity of the SMO led to an extre-

mely large amount of blockage over much of S-Pol’s

land coverage. This blockage persisted in some form

up to 2.08 elevation. Prior to any blockage correction,

the S-Pol dataset was subject to significant polarimetric-

based quality control to eliminate clutter, insects, second-

trip and other spurious echoes, and to correct both

ZH and ZDR for attenuation by gases and rainfall, as

detailed in Lang et al. (2007; information online at http://

data.eol.ucar.edu/datafile/nph-get/82.119/readme_NAME_

regional_radar_composites_v2.1.pdf). While the metho-

dology descriptions below focus mainly on 0.88 eleva-

tion sweeps, all of the correction techniques also were

applied to higher tilts (i.e., 1.38 and 1.88) for the TRMM

PR intercomparison in section 3.

b. DEM method

The DEM-based PBB correction method (hereafter

referred to as the DEM method) was based on equa-

tions used by Battan (1973) to describe beam propaga-

tion in a standard atmosphere (i.e., the 4/3 earth radius

approximation). Once the propagation characteristics

of the beam were calculated, topography was matched

to the simulated range bins of the radar. The topog-

raphy was given by the 30-arcsec-resolution U.S.

Geological Survey GTOPO-30 DEM (information on-

line at http://eros.usgs.gov/products/elevation/gtopo30/

gtopo30.html). The DEM was linearly interpolated to a

polar coordinate system (the S-Pol radar site constitut-

ing the origin) with 250-m radial spacing and 18 azimuth

spacing, taking into account the effective loss of dis-

tance along the ground caused by the beam’s height gain

along the radial. The methodology of Bech et al. (2003)

then was used to calculate a beam blockage fraction at

each azimuth and range gate. The method considers the

intersection of a 18 Gaussian main lobe with the DEM

terrain and calculates the fraction of the beam’s power

that is blocked (beam blockage fraction).

An example of the simulated beam blockage fraction

at 0.88 elevation (typically the lowest PPI tilt used in

NAME) is shown in Fig. 1b. The simulation predicted

many regions of over 90% blockage, as well as multiple

blocks along single rays. Based on intercomparisons

with real data, the simulations often did an excellent job

of locating the positions of blocks. This was because there

were no significant nonterrain blocks during NAME

(e.g., trees, buildings, etc.) that would cause DEM-based

correction to fail.

Once the simulated blockage pattern was calculated,

each azimuth and range gate in real S-Pol data were

matched to a corresponding simulated azimuth and range

gate, and the estimated cumulative beam blockage frac-

tion was used to increase the measured Z value similar

to the ‘‘visibility correction’’ method of Germann et al.

(2006). Corrections were applied as long as the beam

blockage fraction did not exceed 90%, and there were

no limitations on the maximum correction applied. This

was more aggressive than the methodology of many

FIG. 1. (a) Terrain within 150 km of S-Pol during NAME 2004.

(b) Estimated S-Pol beam-blockage fraction during NAME.
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operational networks (e.g., Germann et al. 2006), in

order to increase the amount of corrected data to

compare with the polarimetric methods described be-

low. Attempts to correct regions with greater than 90%

blockage often led to the appearance of unrealistic re-

flectivity artifacts in the dataset, so these severely

blocked regions were set to missing data.

c. KDP method

A polarimetric correction methodology (hereafter

referred to as the KDP method) for horizontal reflec-

tivity (ZH) was originally developed in 1999 following

the TRMM Large-Scale Biosphere–Atmosphere Ex-

periment (TRMM-LBA; Carey et al. 2000; Cifelli et al.

2002). The KDP method, as described here, was used in

the datasets analyzed by Nesbitt et al. (2008) and Rowe

et al. (2008), and was a more sophisticated version of the

PBB correction applied in Lang et al. (2007). A sup-

plement to this description can be found online (http://

data.eol.ucar.edu/datafile/nph-get/82.119/readme_NAME_

regional_radar_composites_v2.1.pdf).

The KDP method depends upon the self-consistency

of polarimetric variables in rainfall (Goddard et al.

1994; Scarchilli et al. 1996; Ryzhkov et al. 2005) and the

insensitivity of KDP to PBB (Ryzhkov and Zrni�c 1996;

Zrni�c and Ryzhkov 1996; Vivekanandan et al. 1999;

Friedrich et al. 2007). The azimuthal trend of ZH that

satisfied 1.58 # KDP , 2.08 km21, approximately cor-

responding to a rain rate (R) of 70 , R , 90 mm h21

(e.g., Bringi and Chandrasekar 2001), was examined in

rainfall using the entire quality-controlled NAME S-Pol

dataset. Data were limited to rain only through the use

of the Tessendorf et al. (2005) hydrometeor identifica-

tion algorithm at each examined data point.

Independent of blocking and other data quality con-

trol issues, this KDP interval should result in a fixed

range of ZH in rain (Balakrishnan and Zrni�c 1990) and

extremely stable average values for ZH. Indeed, dur-

ing NAME in all unblocked, ocean-viewing azimuths

(1508–3408) of 20–120-km range (Fig. 2), the median

rain ZH in this KDP interval was 48.7 dBZ with a stan-

dard deviation of 4.2 dB. Moreover, median values of

various smaller sample populations of unblocked ZH in

this KDP interval were stable spatially (i.e., from ray to

ray), and stable throughout the duration of the NAME

project, with standard deviations ;0.3 dB. One reason

for this (besides the high-quality nature of the S-Pol

data) is that this KDP interval composed less than 1% of

all nonzero KDP values measured during NAME,

thereby limiting the impact of DSD population varia-

bility on the KDP PBB correction method.

Given this stability in high-quality rainfall measure-

ments, any observed azimuthal variability in the median

ZH in this KDP interval should be due to the effects of

PBB. The reduction in median ZH at a particular ray,

relative to unblocked rays, is the decibel correction that

must be added to all ZH values in the blocked ray. For

example, if the median unblocked ZH is 48.7 dBZ, and a

blocked azimuth has a median of 43 dBZ, then 5.7 dB

must be added to all reflectivity data at that azimuth to

correct for PBB effects.

Unfortunately, the blockage pattern in NAME was

extremely complex, so the correction process was not as

simple as this. Due to the existence of multiple blocks

along certain rays in NAME, the azimuthal trend of ZH

was examined for two separate range groups—‘‘inner’’

and ‘‘outer’’—whose position varied by azimuth (Fig. 2).

The position of a potential block was determined to

within 18 azimuth and 1-km range by visual examination

of maps of mean horizontal power (DM) in clear air, in

the following way. No data within 20 km were examined

because of the lack of PBB within this range. Beyond

20 km, each block was identified by the appearance of

clutter in a specific ray followed by a rapid decline in

DM. If two blocks occurred along a ray, the locations of

the first and second blocks were noted. The range be-

tween the first and second blocks was assigned to the

inner range group, and the range from the second block

was assigned to the outer range group. No data beyond

120 km were examined, in order to minimize spatial

resolution issues and because all blocks were within this

range. No more than two blocks were identified in any

ray using this methodology. If there was only one block,

this was assigned to the outer range group.

For each blockage region (inner and outer), S-Pol

rays were partitioned into 0.88 bins, which matched the

azimuthal spacing of S-Pol during NAME. Median

values of ZH for each bin in the interval 1.58 # KDP ,

2.08 km21 then were computed. Figure 3 shows the re-

sults of this analysis for all relevant 0.88 elevation data

during NAME. While the outer range group was ana-

lyzed for all azimuths (Fig. 3a), the inner range group

was needed only for a narrower sector where multiple

possible blocks along single rays were identified (Fig. 2).

In Fig. 3a, the median ZH values from 1508 to 3408

azimuth were largely constant, indicating the lack of

PBB (this sector was viewing the Gulf of California),

while outside this region there was significant variability

and often there were large reductions in median ZH,

sometimes of 20–30 dB. All azimuthal medians in the

1508–3408 outer range ZH data were averaged, and the

result designated as Zunblocked. The ZH correction ap-

plied at a particular azimuth in a particular range

group (inner or outer) was the difference between

Zunblocked and the median ZH at that azimuth (dia-

monds in Fig. 3). The adjustment was not determined
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on a volume-by-volume basis, but by estimating a mean

adjustment over a large sample (the entire ;6 week

deployment period) at each azimuth.

The standard deviation of the unblocked azimuthal

median ZH values was 0.3 dB, which provided an em-

pirical measure of the uncertainty in this correction,

based on ray-to-ray variability in DSD populations,

drop shapes, and statistical uncertainty. Additional un-

certainty would be introduced when applying the cor-

rection at each blocked azimuth, as there would be

statistical uncertainty in the representativeness of the

median ZH value at that azimuth. Assuming normal

populations, this additional uncertainty can be repre-

sented by the 95% confidence interval for each median.

There were typically 400–500 points per azimuth avail-

able to estimate each median ZH, which led to typical

FIG. 3. Median reflectivity as a function of azimuth for rainfall KDP values between 1.58 and 28 km21

over the entire S-Pol NAME dataset (line), reflectivity correction and estimated correction uncertainty

applied at each blocked azimuth (diamonds with vertical lines), and uncorrectable azimuths (gray bar) for

the (a) outer and (b) inner blocked ranges.

FIG. 2. Map of different blocked regions in the S-Pol’s domain during NAME, showing inner and outer

blockage regions, as well as uncorrected and unexamined regions. These regions were identified by visual

analysis of clear-air power returns, and were used in the KDP-based and fully self-consistent correction

methodologies. The vertical dashed lines denote the ocean-viewing sector used in the development of

both corrections.
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confidence intervals of 60.5 dB or better. However,

some confidence intervals were much worse (. 61 dB),

due to a lack of points. These were generally found

in the outer blockage region in the azimuth range

708–1008, where the slant range interval was fairly short

(Fig. 2). Thus, the estimated uncertainties in the cor-

rections at these azimuths were much higher than others

(Fig. 3a).

The existence of some highly uncertain corrections at

some azimuths was the reason for the limited division of

the data (Fig. 2). In theory, however, given enough

measurements (e.g., multiple seasons of observations),

the radar data could be binned into extremely high-

resolution spatial units (e.g., 18 azimuth 3 1 km range),

and the corrections determined separately for each unit.

The limiting factor is the number of appropriate KDP

measurements in that spatial unit. The KDP method is

highly dependent on a large sample size in order to re-

duce correction uncertainty. The number of points per

spatial unit needed for 61.5 dB uncertainty in the cor-

rection is about 150–175, and about 350–375 points for

61.0 dB uncertainty, assuming similar behavior to the

NAME observations. These uncertainty estimates do

not take into account radar calibration uncertainties or

departures in ray propagation paths from climatology.

Near 308 azimuth, there were several rays that were

completely blocked at outer ranges (Fig. 3a), and no

correction was possible because even the phase data

were lost. These ZH data were set to missing in all 0.88

elevation sweeps. This complete block did not exist at

higher-elevation angles (e.g., 1.38 and 1.88, which were

other common PPI tilts during NAME), and thus data

near 308 azimuth were correctable in tilts higher than

0.88 elevation.

d. Fully self-consistent method

The fully self-consistent method (hereafter referred

to as FSC method) was adapted from the studies of

Giangrande and Ryzhkov (2005) and Ryzhkov et al. (2005).

The FSC method also depends upon the self-consistency

of polarimetric variables in rainfall (Goddard et al. 1994;

Scarchilli et al. 1996; Ryzhkov et al. 2005), and the in-

sensitivity of KDP to PBB (Ryzhkov and Zrni�c 1996;

Zrni�c and Ryzhkov 1996; Vivekanandan et al. 1999;

Friedrich et al. 2007).

The FSC method first corrects the differential reflec-

tivity (ZDR) for partial beam blockage effects in a way

that is analogous to the KDP method. Following the

recommendations of Giangrande and Ryzhkov (2005) to

examine ZDR behavior in light rain or snowfall, the azi-

muthal trend of ZDR in the ‘‘drizzle’’ hydrometeor cate-

gory (Tessendorf et al. 2005) and where KDP , 0.18 km21

was examined in the inner and outer blockage regions

defined in Fig. 2, for the entire NAME dataset (Fig. 4).

Azimuths were binned by 0.88, matching S-Pol’s azi-

muthal spacing during NAME. Based on the offset in the

median ZDR at a particular blocked azimuth, and the

mean of the median ZDR values in unblocked, ocean-

viewing azimuths (1508–3408), a correction was applied

to all ZDR values at the blocked azimuth. Unlike what

was done here, Giangrande and Ryzhkov (2005) recom-

mended comparing ZDR data from higher tilts to lower

tilts at a particular azimuth to derive ZDR offsets. This

was not possible in the NAME dataset as higher tilts also

suffered from significant PBB; so instead, unblocked

ocean-viewing azimuths were used as the reference for

correcting ZDR.

The standard deviation of the collection of median

values from the unblocked azimuths was 0.04 dB (less

than 15% variability), suggesting very stable behavior in

the light-rain median ZDR values. Adding this uncer-

tainty to the 95% confidence interval for the median ZDR

at each blocked azimuth resulted in uncertainty estimates

for each corrected azimuth, which varied somewhat but

averaged ;0.1 dB due to the large number of samples

available for light rain (mean number of points per azi-

muth was greater than 13 000; see Fig. 4). As with

the KDP method, this uncertainty does not take into ac-

count radar calibration uncertainties or departures in ray

propagation paths from climatology.

There is some debate in the literature over whether

ZDR truly is affected by PBB, with Carey et al. (2000)

and Giangrande and Ryzhkov (2005) demonstrating

evidence for, and Friedrich et al. (2007) demonstrating

evidence against. Based on Fig. 4, ZDR clearly was af-

fected by PBB in the NAME dataset, and the magni-

tude of the effect (which could lead to reductions in

excess of 1 dB) increased roughly with the strength of

the block (cf. Figs. 3 and 4). Indeed, for azimuths with

nonzero ZH corrections (Fig, 3), the KDP method’s ZH

corrections were positively correlated with estimated

ZDR corrections, with a correlation coefficient of 0.89.

However, ZDR often was stable in weaker PBB (,10 dB

ZH reduction), particularly in the inner blockage re-

gion where no correction was necessary (Fig. 4b).

While there was no clear threshold, corrections to ZDR

became necessary when KDP method-estimated ZH

reductions were on the order of 2–9 dB, depending

on azimuth.

Once ZDR was corrected for PBB, a NAME self-

consistency relationship for ZH, ZDR, and KDP was de-

veloped using all available rain-identified (Tessendorf

et al. 2005) data from unblocked, ocean-viewing azi-

muths (1508–3408) and ranges between 20 and 90 km,

following the methodology of Ryzhkov et al. (2005).

The derived consistency relationship was
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ZH 5 41.4 1 11.2 log10(KDP) 1 4.2ZDR. (1)

Using this relationship, the integrals

I1 5

ðZMAX

ZMIN

ÆKDP(Z)æn(Z)dZ (2)

and

I2 5

ðZMAX

ZMIN

10�41.4/11.21Z/11.2�cÆZDR(Z)æ/11.2n(Z)dZ (3)

were matched in rain-identified (Tessendorf et al. 2005)

data in blocked regions by increasing ZH, following

Ryzhkov et al. (2005) and Giangrande and Ryzhkov

(2005). Here, Æ f(Z)æ refers to the average value of var-

iable f as a function of Z, and n(Z) refers to the number

of points at that value of Z (1-dB intervals were used to

bin up the Z data). The Ryzhkov studies provided a

large amount of flexibility in choosing the area–time

domain for computing these integrals, with the only stip-

ulation being that I1 . 2008 km21 (i.e., there be enough

rain) to keep errors low.

For this study the time domain was the entire project,

and the area domains were set up almost exactly like

they were for the KDP method and the ZDR correction

(Fig. 2), with azimuths in the inner and outer regions

binned into 18 units (because the full spectrum of rain

was considered for the entire dataset, computer mem-

ory usage was excessive if 0.88 azimuthal bins were

used). In this case, I1 averaged about 68008 km21 per

azimuth, with a standard deviation of 33008 km21.

While this greatly exceeded the requirements for I1, it

did not exceed it to the point that the data could have

been grouped into extremely high resolution bins (e.g.,

1 km range 3 18 azimuth units). Therefore, temporal

and spatial domains were kept similar to before, to aid

with intercomparisons between the different methods.

Figure 5 shows the resulting corrections for the FSC

method compared to those derived from the KDP method.

While the general patterns were similar, there were some

noted areas of disagreement, which will be examined in

more detail in the next section. Typically, however, if

there was disagreement, the KDP method tended to pro-

duce a higher correction than the FSC method.

3. Results

a. Correction example

The three correction techniques were applied to six

different volumes from NAME. These volumes were

chosen to match the notable TRMM overpasses during

NAME as discussed later. Figure 6 shows an example of

FIG. 4. Median differential reflectivity (ZDR) as a function of azimuth for light drizzle where KDP ,

0.18 km21 over the entire S-Pol NAME dataset (line), ZDR correction and estimated correction uncertainty

applied at each blocked azimuth (diamonds with vertical lines), and uncorrectable azimuths (gray bar) for

(a) the outer blocked ranges. The horizontal dashed line is simply ZDR 5 0 dB. (b) Shown are the inner

blocked ranges. No corrections were applied at inner ranges due to the lack of significant reductions in ZDR.
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the relative performance of the three corrections, as

functions of azimuth. When considering the full rays

(including inner and outer blockage ranges when ap-

plicable; see Fig. 6a), it was difficult to evaluate the

DEM method against the other two. This was because

the DEM method was not applied where the estimated

blockage exceeded 90%. This led to 568 of azimuth at

0.88 elevation being uncorrectable at varying ranges, as

opposed to only 38 being uncorrectable by the KDP and

FSC methodologies (Fig. 5a). Even relaxing this con-

straint would not have helped much, as 418 of azimuth

were affected by an estimated 100% blockage in the

DEM model. Therefore, in Fig. 6a only DEM rays with

at least 50% of the points available to the other two

techniques were considered, but the entire ray lengths

are compared. In Fig. 6b, only corrections along the ray

lengths available to the DEM method are compared

(i.e., regions not colored black in Fig. 1b).

Between 3508 (2108 in Fig. 6) and 508 azimuth, there

was fairly good agreement between the different metho-

dologies where they could be compared, with offsets

typically in the range of 1–2 dB. Some exceptions oc-

curred in sharp gradients in PBB patterns, like near

08 and on either side of 308. From 508 to 1108 azimuth,

the agreement was much worse, however. The DEM

and KDP methods applied corrections at many azimuths

where FSC did nothing, and the DEM method was

much more aggressive than the other two. It is unclear

whether this was the result of an imperfect DEM model

(entirely plausible considering the overprediction of

100% blockage), or weaknesses in our method for es-

timating block locations in the KDP and FSC schemes

(section 2c), or both.

The radar clutter pattern appeared to be more com-

plex in this azimuthal band, with some clutter observ-

able out to 120-km range (not shown), although south of

608 azimuth, there was much less PBB than for more

northerly azimuths. Subsectioning the radar data into

smaller spatial bins may have helped to improve the

agreement between the polarimetric and DEM metho-

dologies in this region, and the differences between the

polarimetric methodologies themselves may be due to

noisy corrections in this azimuthal band, particularly for

the KDP method (Fig. 3a). This is an excellent example

of where having more data would be helpful, as it would

allow the radar observations to be subsectioned into

smaller spatial bins while still preserving low uncer-

tainties in the corrections.

Overall, the FSC method tended to not correct as

much as the KDP method. The DEM method often over-

or undercorrected relative to the polarimetric methods

depending on azimuth.

FIG. 5. Corrections applied at blocked azimuths using the KDP method (diamonds; same as in Fig. 3)

and the fully self-consistent method (FSC; asterisks). The gray bar denotes azimuths uncorrectable by

either method.
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b. TRMM intercomparisons

Intercomparisons of corrected NAME S-Pol ZH re-

sults with six TRMM PR overpasses during NAME

were performed. These were the only overpasses with

significant precipitation in S-Pol’s blocked regions that

occurred during NAME, as TRMM’s overflight sched-

ule often coincided with the minimum in the NAME

precipitation diurnal cycle (Lang et al. 2007). The PR is

a well-calibrated radar system that has been successfully

used to calibrate reflectivity from ground radars to

within 1–1.5 dB (Anagnostou et al. 2001), and was the

only realistic means of cross-checking the S-Pol cor-

rection methodologies in NAME. That being said, the

PR’s operating frequency of 14 GHz (Ku band) is af-

fected by attenuation in heavy rain. The 2A25 (version 6)

algorithm uses a blended surface reference technique

and a Hitschfeld–Bordan (Hitschfeld and Bordan 1954)

technique to estimate path-integrated attenuation, which

is then used to correct the reflectivity profile as a function

of range (Iguchi et al. 2000).

S-Pol data were interpolated to the same horizontal

grid as the PR data as follows. The quality-controlled

S-Pol sweep closest in time (always within 2 min) to

each TRMM overpass was selected. As with the DEM

correction, standard atmosphere propagation of the

S-Pol’s beam was assumed. To match reflectivity between

the two radars at each PR grid point, S-Pol gates were

selected if they were within 5 km horizontally and 250 m

vertically of each PR gridpoint location. Furthermore, it

was required that at least eight ground radar points had

valid meteorological echoes. These valid S-Pol reflec-

tivity points were then averaged in linear reflectivity

space (i.e., mm6 m23) for comparison with TRMM.

Figure 7 shows the resultant reflectivity difference

distributions for all overpasses, and Table 1 shows the

statistical results from the intercomparisons, including

individual overpasses. There were six points of com-

parison: high-altitude S-Pol data unaffected by blockage

and above the melting level (PR-SPOL); low-altitude

S-Pol data in the western half of the S-Pol’s domain, which

was largely free of terrain blockage (PR-UNBL; see Fig.

1b); low-altitude data in S-Pol’s northeastern quadrant

(which was subject to terrain blockage; Fig. 1b), below

the melting level to avoid brightband contamination,

and corrected via the KDP method (PR-KDP); the same

FIG. 6. Mean corrections by azimuth applied to the 0.88 S-Pol sweeps from the following dates and times:

2128 UTC 12 Jul, 0157 UTC 7 Aug, 0045 UTC 10 Aug, 2238 UTC 13 Aug, 2032 UTC 17 Aug, and 0304 UTC

18 Aug 2004. Data were corrected using the KDP method (KDP; solid black line), the DEM method (DEM;

dotted black line), and the fully self-consistent method (FSC; solid gray line). Corrections of 0 dB are not

plotted. (a) Full rays considered, but DEM-corrected rays with less than 50% of the points in the other

corrected rays are not shown (i.e., rays that were blocked over 90% along much of their length). (b) Only the

portions of the rays available for correction using DEM are shown (i.e., less than 90% estimated blockage).
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low-altitude data corrected via the DEM method (PR-

DEM); the same low-altitude data corrected via the

FSC method (PR-FSC); and the same but uncorrected

low-altitude data (PR-UNC).

In the high-altitude data, there was a high variance in

the distribution of PR-SPOL ZH values, which was ex-

pected given the radically different radar configurations,

as well as different beam and scan geometries (Fig. 7; see

also Anagnostou et al. 2001). The mean offset between

radar systems varied depending on overpass, but the

mean value over all overpasses was 11.1 dB (Table 1),

within the uncertainty range of Anagnostou et al. (2001),

and suggesting that S-Pol was well calibrated relative to

TRMM outside of blocked areas.

Comparing low-altitude data between these two ra-

dars was more problematic, because of the uncertainty

in correcting TRMM’s reflectivity profiles for attenua-

tion (Iguchi et al. 2000) in heavy convective rain, or in

situations with a radar bright band (stratiform). Both of

these situations would cause the uncertainty in attenu-

ation correction to be highest near the surface since the

path-integrated attenuation is maximized at the farthest

range. Thus, comparisons of S-Pol with TRMM reflec-

tivities at low altitude should be considered with more

caution than the high-altitude comparisons. Analysis of

2502 PR-UNBL points from all six overpasses resulted in

a mean offset of 10.5 dB (Table 1), which suggests that

the TRMM attenuation correction scheme was working

well for these NAME cases, and that meaningful low-

altitude intercomparisons between TRMM and S-Pol

could be made.

Despite having a mode near 11 dB, the PR-UNC

distribution (Fig. 7) contained a high relative frequency

of points at large positive offsets, showing the effects

of severe beam blockage on these uncorrected data.

This led to a large mean overall offset (14.2 dB) as well

as large offsets during individual overpasses (Table 1).

These large positive offsets were removed by all of

the correction methodologies (Fig. 7), achieving mean

overall offsets below the uncertainty level expected in

TRMM intercomparisons (1–1.5 dB; Table 1). Although

individual overpasses should not be emphasized given

FIG. 7. Intercomparisons between TRMM and S-Pol reflectivities for six overpasses during NAME

2004, with TRMM PR minus S-Pol where height $ 6 km MSL and elevation .1.88 (PR-SPOL; dashed

black line), PR minus KDP-corrected data in the S-Pol’s NE quadrant where height #4 km MSL and

elevation #1.88 (i.e., blocked; PR-KDP; solid black line), PR minus DEM-corrected data in blocked

regions (PR-DEM; solid gray line), PR minus fully self-consistent-corrected data in blocked regions

(PR-FSC; dashed gray line), PR minus uncorrected S-Pol data in blocked regions (PR-UNC; dotted black

line), and PR minus uncorrected and unblocked S-Pol data in S-Pol’s western domain where height #4 km

MSL and elevation #1.88 (PR-UNBL; dotted gray line). Note that only points with TRMM reflectivities

.18 dBZ were considered.
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that many of them have relatively few points for inter-

comparison, this level of accuracy also was achieved for

most or all overpasses depending on the methodology.

As seen in Fig. 6, the FSC method did not apply as much

correction as the other two methods, leading to a larger

positive offset with TRMM (although still within the

expected accuracy of the intercomparison). Overall,

these results show that each of the examined PBB-

correction methods improved upon the TRMM inter-

comparisons with uncorrected data, achieving excellent

agreement with TRMM in the volumetric sense.

Based on Fig. 6, according to all correction schemes,

the 08–608 azimuth band was affected by much more

severe blockage than that at 608–908. For example, the

average correction per ray for the KDP method was

111.5 dB in the 08–608 band, but only 13.7 dB within

608–908. To assess the correction performance in high

(,210 dB) and low (.210 dB) occultation regions,

Table 2 examines the relative performance of the dif-

ferent correction schemes against TRMM for these two

azimuth groups. Similar trends were seen to the previ-

ous ones, with all methods correcting to within the un-

certainty of the TRMM intercomparison. However, the

DEM method suffered in the high-occultation azimuths

as nearly 25% fewer points were available for correction

compared to other methods; in essence, due to the 90%

blockage criterion, both azimuth regions counted as low

occultation for the DEM method. Both KDP and FSC

performed well in the high-occultation region. In the

low-occultation region, which also was marked by a

complex clutter map (section 3a), all methods compared

favorably to TRMM despite the sometimes large ray-to-

ray disagreements between them, as seen in Fig. 6. This

may have been a consequence of the spatial averaging

that was required by the TRMM intercomparisons. That

is, while high-resolution polar-coordinate data showed

some disagreements between the methodologies, these

differences were much reduced in the lower-resolution

gridded data.

c. Seasonal mean

A major limitation to the examined PBB-correction

methodologies was that unrecoverably blocked echoes

could not be corrected (e.g., Fig. 3a). Weaker echoes

were lost, particularly at longer ranges where the min-

imum detectable reflectivity was larger for a given noise

threshold. The loss of these weaker echoes should lead

to biases in severely blocked rays in ZH or rain clima-

tologies, particularly at long ranges.

Figure 8 shows the mean ZH for the entire NAME

deployment. This was a composite ray-based (i.e., not

Cartesian gridded) product using 0.88 elevation PPI data

corrected via the KDP method. There were distinct

azimuthal-dependent low biases at long ranges. Based

on comparison with Fig. 3, the lowest mean reflectivities

tended to be situated behind the worst blocks. Indeed,

there were several rays near 308 that lacked corrected

data altogether; this shows up as the large data gap in

Fig. 8. These, and other severely blocked rays, may

benefit from VPR correction or the use of well-placed

rain gauges. However, for NAME, no such rain gauges

were available, and a better understanding of the ver-

tical structure of precipitating systems and its variability

TABLE 1. Mean offsets between TRMM and S-Pol reflectivities plus total number of points analyzed for six overpasses during NAME

2004, with TRMM PR minus S-Pol where height $6 km MSL and elevation .1.88 (i.e., unblocked; PR-SPOL), PR minus S-Pol in

unblocked low-altitude regions in S-Pol’s western domain where height #4 km MSL and elevation #1.88 (PR-UNBL), KDP-corrected

data (PR-KDP) in blocked regions (NE S-Pol quadrant where height #4 km MSL and elevation #1.88), PR minus DEM-corrected data

in blocked regions (PR-DEM), PR minus FSC-corrected data (PR-FSC), and PR minus uncorrected S-Pol data in blocked regions

(PR-UNC). Also listed are overall amounts considering all six overpasses. Only points with TRMM reflectivities .18 dBZ were considered.

Means not computed for intercomparisons with fewer than 100 points.

2128 UTC

12 Jul

0157 UTC

7 Aug

0045 UTC

10 Aug

2238 UTC

13 Aug

2032 UTC

17 Aug

0304 UTC

18 Aug Overall

PR-SPOL mean (dB) 10.000 11.536 11.696 11.269 20.508 11.166 11.113

PR-SPOL No. of points 535 330 1891 304 521 2807 6388

PR-UNBL mean (dB) NA NA 10.141 NA NA 11.195 10.464

PR-UNBL No. of points 0 9 1186 38 71 1198 2502

PR-KDP mean (dB) 20.717 10.286 10.048 21.111 21.102 11.352 10.272

PR-KDP No. of points 647 1107 558 361 1025 2462 6160

PR-DEM mean (dB) 20.957 -0.875 10.240 21.131 22.609 11.118 20.226

PR-DEM No. of points 555 879 321 325 821 2288 5189

PR-FSC mean (dB) 10.076 11.279 11.116 20.957 20.565 11.925 10.958

PR-FSC No. of points 647 1107 558 361 1025 2462 6160

PR-UNC mean (dB) 12.921 15.145 19.057 10.891 13.275 13.803 14.169

PR-UNC No. of points 647 1107 558 361 1025 2462 6160
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as a function of terrain would be needed to employ VPR

correction properly (section 1b).

4. Conclusions

Three methodologies for correcting ZH in the pres-

ence of PBB have been outlined and tested using se-

verely blocked radar data from a major field campaign

in the tropics. One methodology was based on simu-

lated radar beam interactions with terrain using a DEM.

Two methodologies invoke the self-consistency of po-

larimetric variables in rainfall, and the relative insensi-

tivity of KDP to PBB. Intercomparisons between cor-

rected ground radar data and selected TRMM satellite

overpasses suggest that all of the methodologies could

correct mean ZH to within the expected uncertainty of

such intercomparisons (1–1.5 dB). All methods proved

to be advantageous over not correcting the data at all,

within the limitations imposed by comparisons with

TRMM. This fundamental agreement with TRMM oc-

curred regardless of whether regions of relatively more

severe or regions of relatively less severe blockage were

analyzed.

However, sometimes there was significant ray-to-ray

variability in the behavior of the corrections, and they did

not always agree to within 1–2 dB. The worst agreement

occurred where azimuthal gradients were the strongest,

and where terrain clutter patterns were the most com-

plex. One potential reason for the discrepancies in gra-

dient regions could be that, in this study, the KDP method

used 0.88 azimuthal bins for its corrections, while the

other methods used 18 azimuthal resolution. Also, these

gradient regions tended to have fewer data points

available for developing the polarimetric corrections.

Finally, sharp azimuthal gradients may cause additional

TABLE 2. Similar to Table 1 but only showing the overall re-

flectivity offsets and points, and with S-Pol’s NE quadrant broken

down into relatively high-occultation (08–608 azimuth) and rela-

tively low-occultation regions (608–908 azimuth). PR-SPOL and

PR-UNBL not considered.

Overall offset (dB) Total No. of points

PR-KDP 08–608 20.011 4000

PR-DEM 08–608 20.280 3105

PR-FSC 08–608 10.701 4000

PR-UNC 08–608 15.299 4000

PR-KDP 608–908 10.797 2160

PR-DEM 608–908 20.147 2084

PR-FSC 608–908 11.435 2160

PR-UNC 608–908 12.076 2160

FIG. 8. Mean S-Pol reflectivity over the entire NAME 2004 deployment at 0.88 elevation.
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quality-control issues related to radar beamwidth, an-

tenna sidelobe patterns, etc. Improvements in the meth-

odologies, either through more sophisticated terrain–

beam interaction modeling or additional seasons of ra-

dar data, may help to alleviate these discrepancies. In

addition, these disagreements were reduced in lower-

resolution gridded data, which often have been the fo-

cus of analyses (e.g., Nesbitt et al. 2008; Rowe et al.

2008). Provided all of the above is true, then actual cor-

rection performance may not be the determining factor

in choosing which correction methodology to apply to a

dataset. Thus, the relative advantages and disadvantages

of each methodology should be discussed.

The main advantage of the DEM method is that it

does not require any radar data to ‘‘spin up’’ the cor-

rection. Thus, prior to a field campaign the correction

factors for each affected radar gate could be developed

and applied, even in real time. Whereas the polarimetric

methods require substantial amounts of rainfall data

from partially blocked regions, for each relevant range,

azimuth, and elevation angle bin, the DEM method

would be immune to those concerns, allowing it to be

applied to extremely small datasets, winter field projects

with mostly snowfall, scans above the freezing-level al-

titude, or uncommon or irregular scans (e.g., scattered,

infrequent RHIs).

The DEM method greatly benefits from having a so-

phisticated terrain–beam interaction model, and high-

resolution DEM data, in order to minimize the errors in

estimated correction factors. The simple DEM metho-

dology used in this study clearly was inadequate as it

could not correct as much data as the polarimetric

methodologies. Use of a higher-resolution DEM, an

updated refractivity profile, or a more elaborate meth-

odology (e.g., Pellarin et al. 2002) could improve such an

approach. However, correction of 90%1 blockage us-

ing DEMs is a difficult challenge that is normally not

attempted (e.g., Germann et al. 2006). Another major

concern is blockage caused by nonterrain features, such

as trees or buildings. This was not a concern in NAME,

but often is in other deployments (e.g., Carey et al. 2000;

Cifelli et al. 2002). A DEM methodology alone cannot

deal with such blockages.

The two tested polarimetric correction methodologies

share some advantages. Each will be applicable as long as

the radar signal is above the noise, regardless of what

causes the block (terrain, vegetation, buildings, etc.).

Indeed, in NAME both methods corrected data in regions

where the DEM-estimated blockage was 90%–100%,

and agreement was excellent with TRMM even in the

most highly occulted azimuth region (08–608). While

having unblocked sectors of rainfall data helps with the

development of the tuned self-consistency relationships

used by these correction methodologies, such relation-

ships could be accurately derived from disdrometer data,

or taken from the existing literature with some additional

correction uncertainty (e.g., Balakrishnan and Zrni�c

1990; Ryzhkov et al. 2005).

Compared to the fully self-consistent method (Gian-

grande and Ryzhkov 2005), the KDP methodology can

be used without correcting ZDR first (or at all), and does

not require the development and usage of a self-con-

sistency relationship of the form ZH 5 f(ZDR,KDP). It is

thus somewhat simpler to implement and avoids errors

caused by ZDR miscalibration (at the expense of requiring

ZH to be calibrated). However, the KDP method has by

far the most data requirements. Correction factors will be

highly uncertain in azimuths with little data in moderate

to heavy rainfall. On the other hand, this method also

benefits the most from additional data, as correction un-

certainties may be driven down to potentially lower values

than other correction methodologies in large datasets,

assuming median ZH values remain stable for the ex-

amined KDP interval.

Apart from the other benefits discussed already, the

fully self-consistent method is advantageous in that it can

be used as an absolute calibration of ZH, whereas the

other two methods are relative calibrations and thus

require ZH to be well calibrated beforehand. Depending

on the time period used in the area–time integrals of

KDP and ZDR, the FSC method also could be less vul-

nerable to changes in ray propagation paths, which

would change the magnitude of the observed PBBs over

time. As applied in this study, however, the FSC method

was just as vulnerable as the other two to this problem.

In essence, shorter integration times can reduce the

impact of ray propagation variability, but at the expense

of introducing larger errors due to temporal DSD var-

iability. Thus, there is additional flexibility in the FSC

method compared to the KDP method, which is forced

to use as long an integration time as possible to keep

errors low, but this flexibility does not exist without

a trade-off.

Departures in ray propagation paths from climatology

are less of a concern in the tropics, with its weaker spatial

and temporal variabilities in the atmospheric state (apart

from nocturnal inversions and topographic flows), but

they are important in the midlatitudes. Also, in situations

where blocks are caused by vegetation, power reduction

values could change over the course of a season as the

biota changes. Caution should be exercised when ap-

plying the correction methodologies in these situations,

and appropriate measures should be taken to mitigate

these issues when possible (e.g., updating the DEM

model with the new atmospheric state, shortening the

integration time used in the FSC method, etc.).
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A major weakness of the examined PBB-correction

techniques (DEM and polarimetric) was the inability to

correct whenever the original signal was reduced to

noise, which occurred whenever weak echoes passed

behind blocks of sufficient strength. For example, if at a

particular range a radar has a minimum detectable

reflectivity of 0 dBZ, but there is a 10-dB block ob-

structing the view at that range, then echoes of 10 dBZ

or less would not be detectable by the radar. This can

result in missing echoes in individual sweeps, and in

biases in the corrected reflectivity and rainfall clima-

tologies. This will happen even if KDP is used to esti-

mate rainfall, as phase data are lost in these situations as

well. What happens is that the typically more common

weaker echoes are not observed, while the less-frequent

stronger echoes are observed. This will lead to a low

bias in unconditional mean echo, but a high bias in

conditional mean echo values. These biases will be most

important at long ranges, where minimum detectable

reflectivities normally are reduced even under un-

blocked conditions. Severely blocked rays such as these

may be good candidates for the use of VPR or rain

gauge–based corrections, if such data are available.
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